Abstract. The power system is affected by different levels of transient shock while the AC filter is switching on. In order to minimize the transient impact, the circuit breaker is operated by the phase-selection controller using phase separation control which makes each phase breaker switching at the zero-crossing point of voltage. Therefore the accuracy of setting value selection in phase-selection controller will influence the switching impact. Statistics found that mechanical properties and electrical properties varied with mechanical wear and the aging of the components, which made the actual closing time change over time and deviate from the fixed value. Thus, a PSO-based grey neural network model is built to forecast the actual closing time. This model is optimized by PSO algorithm using the historical data. Finally, the predicted results show the effectiveness and feasibility of this method.
Introduction
AC filter is one of the most important parts of HVDC transmission system. The converter in the HVDC transmission system consumes a lot of reactive power during operation. Meanwhile, it generates a large number of harmonics at the AC and DC side. Therefore, as to compensate the reactive power and filter the harmonics at AC side, an AC filter with corresponding capacity is required. However, the AC filter requires frequent input and removal with the change of DC power. When inputting the filter, as the voltage on the capacitor is not exactly the same with the bus voltage, it will generate on-off inrush in the loop that impacts the system, resulting in frequent arrester movements, and DC commutation failure. At present, most AC filters adopt circuit breaker closing with phase-selection controller to suppress the inrush generated during closing. Therefore, the reliability of the phase-selection controller will affect the switching effect [1] . Literature [2] and [3] have specifically illustrated the insulation coordination of AC filter in DC transmission system, which discuss the selection of transient stress and surge arrester parameters under different conditions. However, the calculation results in the literature are based under conditions of phase-selection controller's reliable action and circuit breaker closing at the ideal angle. Literature [4] - [6] investigates the influence of phase-selection controller on DC transmission control system, and discuss the adjustment and debugging mode of the phase-selection controller's fixed value. But none of the existing research results have considered the influence of the actual closing time's change in trend of circuit breaker on the closing effect, and there is no report of adaptive setting method of the phase-selection controller's fixed value.
This paper researches the reliability of the phase-selection controller from the abnormalities in ±500kV double return DC converter station on the same tower, and raises a adaptive setting method for the AC filter phase-selection controller's fixed value. The application results show that this method has high forecasting precision and feasibility.
Frequent Movement of the Arrester
Congxi station is the ±500kV terminal station of double return DC transmission project on the same tower from the right bank of Xiluodu to Guangdong. From the preventive test of arrester for the AC filter in 2016. It is found that the all DC reference voltages obviously trended to decrease by 2%-5%. Statistics about arrester and circuit breaker's movement times for total filters on the station indicate that the movement of arrester is very frequent, and the C type-filter among which moves most frequently that reaches an average of 500 times or so, and the average of corresponding circuit breaker is at about 800 times. It can be inferred that the direct cause of obvious decrease of the arrester's DC reference voltage is the accelerated aging due to arrester frequent movement during operation. It finds that there are obvious discharge trace in partial arrester insulators during arrester's appearance inspection, and there is resistance sheet ablative mark inside the arrester when dissecting the arrester exceeding the pre-test regulation for reference voltage drop.
According to artificial monitoring, the frequent movement of arrester is related to the input of the AC filter. The switch of each phase hasn't been closed near the voltage zero-crossing point.
Phase-selection Controller
As the factors of pre-breakdown, closing discreteness and device error, the AC filter is impossible to close accurately at the voltage zero-crossing point when inputs, and the angle it deviates from the zero point determines the impact on the system and equipment. When the voltage is zero, the closing impact is the minimum. When the voltage is at the peak, the closing impact reaches the maximum [7] .
Phase-selection controller is an intelligent controller used to control the phase of circuit breaker closing, which can select the minimum phase of transient shock based on different objects to complete the switch closing operation, reduce the impact generated during closing, and improve the service life of electric elements.
The device closing strategy calculates the inherent closing time, secondary circuit delay, pre-breakdown time and other compensation factors after the controller receives the closing order that contains the actual closing time. It distributes the split-phase order to each phase operating coil of the circuit breaker through the control system to control each phase of the circuit breaker to open and close at the ideal phase.
The key to achieve the control function of phase-selection is to predict the closing time of the circuit breaker. The engineering practice shows that it can achieve good closing effect within 1.5ms deviation between the general closing time and voltage zero-crossing point.
In fact, under the combined action of long-term mechanical wear and aging of components, the mechanical properties and electrical characteristics of the circuit breaker will be changed, and the actual closing time will be changed with time trend moves. The phase-selection controllers of the total 22 groups of AC filters in Congxi converter station have been adjusted before delivery, but all have deviations between the actual closing time and closing fixed value after three years of operation.
How to make the fixed value of the phase-selection controller change following the trend of actual closing time all the time, it is necessary to analyze the selection of adaptive fixed value of the phase-selection controller. At present, the field is still at blank.
Adaptive Selection of Fixed Value Grey Neural Network for Particle Swarm Optimization
The grey theory provides a way to solve the system problems in the case of poor information, which can predict the poor information, small sample and the development trend of the uncertain system eigenvalue. The neural network features parallelism processing, nonlinear mapping, strong fault tolerance and adaptive ability, and the grey neural network model has full used the similarity and complementarity of the grey prediction model and the neural network mode [8] [9] [10] [11] .
As a global optimization algorithm, it has strong global search ability and fast convergence speed. It can provide an efficient solution for the optimization problem of grey neural network. As a kind of global optimization algorithm, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has strong global search ability and fast convergence speed, which can provide efficient solutions for the optimization problem of grey neural network [12] . Grey Neural Network Model Suppose the composition sequence of original closing time )} ( ),...,
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Learning Algorithm
PSO algorithm considers the position of each particle to be one solution in D dimensional search space, which moves the particle individual into a better region that converges to the optimal solution according to the environment adaptability. This simple algorithm needs fewer parameters, and it is very suitable to embed in the phase-selection controller of insufficient operational capability and storage space.
Take the output error in the network as the adaptation of each particle, set the dimension of each particle as 2 dimensions, initialize the particle swarm and suppose the initial position of the particle No. i is ( , )
a b is the grey parameter of the network No. i , and the selected particle adaptive function is:
In the formula, n is the dimension of training sample, ( ) O k is the network output, and ( ) d k is target output.
Compare the adaption of each particle with stored best adaption, and take the smaller value as local extremum of current particle. Meanwhile, update the smaller value to be the stored best adaption, and make the minimum value in the adaption of all particles to be the overall extremum. At the same time, update the particle speed and position; the equation of the particle updated speed and position is: 
In the formula, ω is the inertia factor; 1 2 , c c are the accelerated factors, 1 2 , r r are the two random numbers, and the values are between [0, 1]; ij v is the speed of particle No. i in dimension j , ij z is the position of particle No. i in dimension j , ij Q is the local extremum of particle No. i in dimension j and gj Q is the overall extremum in dimension j . If the described output errors satisfy the preset error accuracy or achieve the maximum number of iterations, then stop the training of PSO algorithm, and take the result of described training of particle swarm optimization algorithm as the weight and threshold of the grey neural network
In this process, the constant correction of weights and thresholds is equivalent to the continuous refinement of grey parameter a and b in grey differential equation and the prediction ability of the model can also be strengthened in this process.
Sample Data
Read the closing time data from partial AC filters in west station. The SID-3YL phase-selection controller can store five-eight groups of the wave recording data. Table 1 has listed the circuit breaker 551, 552 and 553 for nearly six times that obtain the closing time data of nine groups totally to be the sample data. Take the first five times of closing time to be the training sample, and the sixth to be the test sample. The input of grey neural network is the operation time sequence, and the output is the accumulative value of corresponding closing time.
Prediction and Analysis
Train the grey neural network GNNM (1, 1) with the training sample. The training error was 0.005, and the maximum training time is 500 times. After the model is converged, use the test sample to inspect the prediction accuracy of the model, and the prediction result is as Tab.2. From the prediction results, it can be seen that this method has high prediction accuracy with maximum error of 0.4ms, which can ensure the circuit breaker to be closed near the zero-crossing point. So, it is feasible to use this method to predict the closing time.
Simulation Analysis
Section above describes the use of the actual wave recording data for inspection. As the memory of actual phase-selection controller is small, it only can save several closing wave recording data that the number of test samples is small. However, the trend of actual closing time often appears after hundreds of operations.
In order to further test whether the method can follow the changing trend of closing time, the simulation method is used for the test. The 61.9ms initial closing time of 584 group filter with A phase and 57.5ms closing time at current stage as the data base, process linear interpolation within this data to generate a set of simulated closing time sequence, and add the discreteness brought about by simulation operator of random quantity and insulation characteristics less than ±0.3ms. The data In the formula, N is the total number of sequence data, and the training sample and test sample are generated by the closing time sequence in this group. The specific operation is to train the grey neural network with the training sample formed by ( ), ( 1),..., ( 4) x k x k x k + + . Predict the No. 5 k + th closing after network convergence, and use ( 5) x k + to inspect the test sample. The simulation prediction results shown in Fig. 2 . demonstrate that this method can predict the closing time accurately and follow the changing trend of the closing time, and the maximum error is 0.9ms. Figure 2 . Predicting results of simulation data.
Conclusion
The paper researches the reliability of phase-selection controller from the abnormal working condition of the convertor station and provides an adaptive setting value selection of phase-selection controller based on PSO optimized grey neural network, which obtains the conclusions as below:
The abnormalities of arrester frequent movement and DC voltage sag from the AC filter in the west converter station are caused by the transient shock due to AC filter input.
The long-term mechanical wear and aging of components result in the mechanical properties and electrical characteristics change of circuit breaker, and the actual closing time will be changed with time tend moves. By statistics, the AC filter switches in the west station all have deviations between the actual closing time and closing fixed value after three years of operation.
This paper presents an adaptive setting value selection of phase-selection controller based on PSO optimized grey neural network, it uses the history closing time and PSO optimization algorithm to train the model GNNM (1, 1) . The prediction results show that the method has high prediction accuracy that can ensure the circuit breaker to close near the zero-crossing point.
